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1 INTRODUCTION
This document explains how interfaces can be documented in a SAP Solution Manager 7.2 system, and which
possibilities exist to leverage the interface data maintained by using the integrated features in SAP Solution
Manager.

Interface Documentation in SAP Solution Manager 7.2 as part of Solution Documentation provides the
possibility to centrally document interfaces in the solution landscape. Basically all interface technologies which
exist in an SAP landscape are available, including SAP PI interfaces where the processing is done through
different kinds of adapters. Each interface can be specified individually, as every interface technology provides
a set of so-called interface attributes which come out-of-the-box. In case further interface attributes are needed
it is possible to create custom attributes and use them in the same way as the attributes delivered by SAP.
Moreover custom-specific interface technologies can be defined in case the standard technologies are
insufficient to describe the interface properly.

In today’s distributed solution landscapes it is essential to have a central view of the existing interfaces and
their technical details. Different tools may exist in various places which cater to the task of documenting single
parts of interfaces, or only small portions of the interface information available in your landscape. Concentrating
all this information centrally in SAP Solution Manager increases the visibility and helps avoid duplicate
maintenance of said interface data in different tools.

In addition, the effect of planned downtimes in your solution landscape can be judged more easily, especially
if the interfaces are assigned to business processes. Then it is directly clear which business processes will be
affected once a system is shut down for maintenance, and corresponding measures can be taken in advance.
Furthermore, if there is a critical situation in your landscape, like a system has stopped unexpectedly, or a
particular interface has become stuck due to technical errors, you can identify the affected business processes
directly in SAP Solution Manager without having the need to access the managed systems and laboriously
search for the necessary information.

Moreover, many customers still use offline documents like spreadsheets to list their interfaces. This is usually
cumbersome to handle and often poses the risk that data gets lost or outdated information is used due to
improper document management. The Interface Documentation application aims at replacing such kind of
maintenance mode. Although it will create some initial effort to transfer the offline documentation into the SAP
system it is worthwhile to do so. Interfaces and their attribute data can then benefit from all features Solution
Documentation provides. This means in particular that different versions of the same interface can exist in
parallel, and attribute data for the same interface may vary per site or system role.

In addition integration with the Interface & Connection Monitoring application is available: interface attribute
data maintained in Interface Documentation can be used to configure Interface Channels for monitoring &
alerting, without having the need to enter the same data into the system again. This integration reflects the
best practice-like approach for Interface Management in SAP Solution Manager as indicated in below figure.

1.1 Technical Prerequisites / Authorizations

The new Interface Documentation application was first introduced with Solution Manager 7.2 SP01. Some
functional improvements were made with SP03, especially by introducing the possibility to maintain custom-
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specific contents, as well as the export and import feature for Interface Documentation data. One limitation still
exists (see appendix).

To make full use of the value helps which are available for most attributes it is necessary to have RFC TMW
or READ destinations in place to the managed systems which contain the source data.

The Interface Documentation can only be accessed if appropriate authorizations are available. This includes
the authorizations to view and maintain Solution Documentation itself. For further details refer to
http://service.sap.com/instguides à SAP Componentsà SAP Solution Manager à <current release> à 4
Operationà Application-Specific Security Guide.

In order to be able to maintain custom-specific content your user must have authorization S_TCODE with value
AGS_DCM_CUST_IFDOCU. This authorization is assigned to standard roles SAP_SM_SL_ADMIN and
SAP_SM_SL_EDIT_BPMN.

1.2 Technical Aspects

The Interface Documentation application, although tightly bound to Solution Documentation, is a stand-alone
application with separate data persistency. It acts as external application to Solution Documentation, and can
be called from there as an element of an Interface object in the Interface Library.

Interface Documentation allows you to maintain the same interface in different contexts within the same
solution – be it in different sites or system roles within the same branch, or across system boundaries. This
represents the lifecycle of an interface as it is used in the real world: interfaces can be either created newly
during an implementation project, or existing interfaces can be adjusted during an upgrade project. Interfaces
exist in the whole landscape (in development, test, and productive environment), but may have slightly different
attribute data due to specific, system-dependent attributes. All these aspects are covered by Solution
Documentation application – see the subsequent chapters for further details.

Technically the different variations of the same Interface Documentation are persisted separately, but held
together by a common identifier, the so-called LIFO ID (“Logical Interface Object”). This guarantees that
system-independent attributes of the same interface are always in sync between different contexts. If an
interface gets updated during an upgrade project the corresponding Interface Documentation object can be
copied into the Maintenance branch of the solution, too, and later, when released to Production branch, it
replaces the previous version of the Interface Documentation object without disruptions.

http://help.sap.com/disclaimer?site=http%3A%2F%2Fservice.sap.com%2Finstguides
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2 SETUP PROCEDURE

The setup procedure described here concentrates on the creation of interfaces in Solution Documentation’s
Interface Library, and the maintenance of interface attribute data in Interface Documentation application. If you
would like to have a general overview on Solution Documentation please refer to the SAP online help available
at http://help.sap.com. Follow the path Technology Platform à SAP Solution Manager à SAP Solution
Manager 7.2 à Application Help (SAP Library) à Process Management à Solution Documentation to find
dedicated information on Solution Documentation.

2.1 Create Interfaces and Interface Documentations in Solution Documentation

Interfaces are maintained in the Interface Library in the Library section of your solution. Note that
there are two types of interfaces: Interface and Composite Interface. Interface Documentation can only be
done for Interfaces. Refer to appendix to find more details on Composite Interfaces and how they integrate
with Interfaces and Interface Documentation.

To create a new Interface call the context menu and select New à Interface. Note that you can also
create interface folders to further structure your Interface Library in regard to application area, regional aspects,
relevance, or other logical structure elements which apply to your scenario.

http://help.sap.com/
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Besides the Name, the newly created Interface contains mandatory parameters which you have to fill: the
Sending Logical Component Group, the Receiving Logical Component Group, and the
Interface Technology. Note that there’s an additional field called Middleware Logical
Component Group, which you can use to document simple interface flows involving three systems.
Typically this applies to interfaces including a middleware component like SAP PI / PO. See chapter Document
Interfaces with Middleware Component to find more details on this scenario. If the interface flow includes
different steps in one or more components it’s better to use Composite Interfaces. A Composite Interface can
also incorporate Interfaces – see chapter Interface vs Composite Interface for more details.

All fields provide value helps. Table 1 lists all interface technologies available in standard. If no interface
technology describes your interface sufficiently, you can also create custom interface technologies.

Table 1: Standard Interface Technologies

Interface Technology Description Available Subtypes
ALE Application Link Enabling / IDoc
BATCH INPUT Batch Input
BDOC Business Documents
DIRECT INPUT Direct input
EDI EDI using IDocs
FILE General file-based interface
HTTP HTTP / WebService · ABAP

· JAVA
· General
· ODATA

JMS Java Message Service
OTHERS Other, not listed technology
PI SAP Process Integration /

Process Orchestration
· Dual Stack
· JAVA-only Installation
(Both subtypes provide a comprehensive list of PI
adapters)

RFC Remote Function Call · Synchronous RFC (sRFC)
· Asynchronous RFC (aRFC)
· Transactional RFC (tRFC)
· Queued RFC (qRFC)
· Background RFC (Transactional Units) (bgRFCt)
· Background RFC (Queued Units) (bgRFCq)

SAP WORKFLOW SAP Workflow
SQL Remote Database Access · ABAP Database Connectivity

· JAVA Database Connectivity
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Once the Interface is available in the Interface Library you can create an Interface Documentation for it. To do
so, call the context menu in the Elements of… box of your Interface and select entry New à Interface
Details à Interface Details. This automatically opens the Interface Documentation application
in a new window. There you can maintain the interface attribute data.

2.2 Maintain Interface Attributes

The main screen of the Interface Documentation application is divided into four sections:
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· Interface header data
· Application help (hidden per default)
· Interface attributes section
· Custom attribute maintenance (hidden per default). See chapter Custom Interface Technologies and

Attributes for further details.

2.2.1  Interface Header Section

The header information of the interface is taken from the corresponding Interface object in Solution
Documentation. Besides Branch, System Role and the Person Responsible (if maintained for the
Interface object) the header data consists of the sender and receiver data. This is the name of the involved
Logical Component Groups (LCGs) and the actual technical system data for the current context (the branch,
site, and system role the Interface Documentation was created for). Note that the optional middleware LCG is
only displayed if you maintained it in Solution Documentation.

2.2.2  Interface Attributes Section

The attribute maintenance section consists of four major areas, which are arranged in tabs:
· Technical Attributes: to classify the type of the interface in more detail
· Routing Attributes: to document the communication profile (like communication partners,

destinations etc.)
· Functional Attributes: to maintain basic business-related data (like interface volume, peak times)
· Further Details: to provide additional interface information in free text format

Each interface technology has its own set of attributes which is visible in the Technical Attributes and the
Routing Attributes area. Functional Attributes don’t depend on the interface technology. Every attribute is
optional to maintain, except for the interface subtypes (see below). Refer to appendix for a short description
of all SAP standard attributes.

The interface technology as maintained in Solution Documentation is displayed at the top of the Interface
Attributes section. Optionally the processing type of the interface – the so-called Quality of Service –
can be selected per dropdown menu. Possible values are:
· Best Effort (synchronous processing)
· Exactly Once (asynchronous processing)
· Exactly Once in Order (asynchronous processing)

Refer to SAP Online help for further details on the Quality of Service (for example via path Technology Platform
à SAP NetWeaverà SAP NetWeaver 7.3à Application Help (Function-oriented View)à Process Integration
à Advanced Adapter Engine à Quality of Service).
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In case an interface technology provides subtypes (see Table 1) the interface attribute data only show up if
you select a subtype from the dropdown menu. Note that you can change the subtype afterwards, but then all
already maintained attributes values are discarded!

For interface technology PI you must choose if the managed system is a dual-stack or JAVA-only installation.
Then you can define which adapter types are involved in the processing on sender and receiver side. Based
on this selection the interface attributes show up accordingly. Again, you can change the selection afterwards,
for example you can change the adapter type if the PI interface was changed. Then all adapter-specific attribute
data is lost too; common attributes which are not adapter-specific are kept, however. See chapter Document
Interfaces with Middleware Component for further details.

Input help for attributes
Most attributes provide dynamic value helps or static domain values. While the static values can be obtained
by dropdown menu, dynamic value helps typically retrieve the available values from the managed system per
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remote function call. When you call such a value help you first have to decide from which system the values
should be retrieved from (can be sender or receiver system of the interface, or the middleware component if
maintained). Based on this selection and further, optional filter values the managed system is called, and the
corresponding values are shown in a table.

Multiple attributes
Some attributes allow you to maintain multiple values. Use the Plus ( ) / Minus ( ) buttons to add or
remove attribute values.

System-dependency of attributes
Many attributes that you can maintain in Interface Documentation are system-independent per interface. For
example, if you document an IDoc interface, the IDoc message type remains the same in all system roles (the
message type doesn’t change between development and production system). Other attributes, however,
depend on system-specific settings. For example, an RFC destination is different for each particular system
and thus must be maintained as system-specific.

System-independent attributes are marked with the Chain icon ( ). The attribute value you provide for such
an attribute in one solution context (in a dedicated branch, site, and system role) remains the same in all other
contexts of the same branch. If you change a system-independent attribute in one context, it will automatically
be updated in all other contexts within the same branch, too.

System-dependent attributes are not marked with the chain icon. Such attributes must be maintained in each
context within the same branch independently.
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2.2.3  Peak Times Maintenance

In Functional Attributes tab you can provide peak times of the interface. The corresponding attributes are
maintained in a separate window which you open by clicking the link Maintain Peak Times.

There are three attributes available: Peak Month, Peak Day, and Peak Hour. All of them offer an input
help with fixed values. The peak times are maintained in a table-like approach. Each line can combine the
three attributes and are read as a single peak time. Additional rows represent further peak times. Examples:

· Peak Time 1: Peak Hour 08 - 09 am, Peak Day Monday => means: each Monday between 08 - 09
am

· Peak Time 2: Peak Hour 03 - 04 am => means: each day between 03 - 04 am
· Peak Time 3: Peak Month December => means: whole December

You can add or remove rows with the Add / Remove buttons. When finished simply press the Done button
to return to the main screen. Be aware that the values are saved only when you press Save or Save and
Close in the main screen.

2.3 Document Interfaces with Middleware Component

Sometimes the interface you like to document is not a point-to-point connection, but includes a middleware
component that simply takes over the routing of the message data to the right target component. A prominent
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example for such middleware is SAP Process Integration / Process Orchestration. Interface Documentation is
optimized to incorporate interfaces including SAP PI / PO as a middleware component. This is detailed in the
following section.

However, you can of course include any middleware that is used in your landscape and create simple three-
component interfaces. Be aware that this could require the use of two separate interface technologies for the
whole interface (from sender to middleware, and from middleware to receiver), which is not supported by
Interface Documentation. In this case it’s recommended to create two separate point-to-point interfaces with
the corresponding interface technologies and combine them in a Composite Interface. Or you could create a
custom interface technology with appropriate interface attributes which describes the interface processing via
the middleware in a sufficient manner. In that case you can stick to Interface objects in Solution Documentation
instead of using Composite Interfaces, and you can document the interface with all the necessary attributes
as usual.

For the SAP PI / PO scenario the setup takes place as follows:
· Create a new Interface in the Interface Library which has a Sender LCG, a Receiver LCG, and the SAP PI

/ PO LCG as the Middleware Component. Select SAP Process Integration / Process
Orchestration as interface technology.

· Then create a new Interface Details element from the context menu. In the Interface Documentation UI
you can see all three involved system in the header section.

· Next select the PI Installation Type and the right Sender Adapter and Receiver
Adapter for the current interface.
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· The list of assigned attributes is then shown below. Depending on the chosen adapter types the attribute
maintenance area could be divided into up to three sections, Sender Attributes, Common
Attributes, and Receiver Attributes. Common attributes don’t depend on the chosen adapter
type (like the PI channels used in this interface, or the sender & receiver data like party, service, interface
name and interface namespace).

Sender and receiver attributes are specific for the chosen adapter type and can be used to describe
additional properties of the inbound or outbound processing.
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Note that the value helps for the interface attributes let you select the data source which typically is the
middleware component in this kind of three-component interfaces.
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3 INTERFACE DOCUMENTATION ACROSS DIFFERENT BRANCHES

Solution Administration and Solution Documentation in Solution Manager 7.2 works with branches, to enable
you to separate your productive solution content from new content that is currently being worked on. For
example, if you run an implementation project to include new systems into your landscape, you can document
the project in a separate branch (for example Development branch). When the project is finished and the new
solution goes live, the contents of the Development branch can be brought into and merged with the contents
of the Production branch. Please refer to SAP online help available at http://help.sap.com to find more details
on the branch concept itself (follow the path Technology Platform à SAP Solution Manager à SAP Solution
Manager 7.2à Application Help (SAP Library)à Process Managementà Solution Administrationà Solution
à System Landscape) and the lifecycle management in Solution Documentation (Technology Platformà SAP
Solution Manager à SAP Solution Manager 7.2 à Application Help (SAP Library) à Process Management
à Solution Documentationà Lifecycle Based on Branches).

Interface Documentation participates in this lifecycle. When you release an Interface Details element or a
superior element which contains Interface Details elements (like a dedicated folder in the Interface Library, or
the Interface Library itself), a corresponding Interface Details element is created in the target branch in the
same place.

Be aware that the original element in the source branch and the newly created object in the target branch are
physically separated. Both objects carry their own LIFO ID (see chapter Technical Aspects). This means all
changes you do in one branch won’t affect the corresponding object in the other branch. This applies especially
to interface attributes which are system-independent. As described in chapter Maintain Interface Attributes
those attributes are synchronized across all contexts (sites and system roles) in the same branch. However,
they are not synchronized across different branches. This enables you to document a new version of the same
Interface (for example in Development branch) without interfering with the currently active version of this
Interface in the Production branch.

http://help.sap.com/
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4 CUSTOM INTERFACE TECHNOLOGIES AND ATTRIBUTES
As mentioned in chapter Maintain Interface Attributes you can create custom interface attributes and interface
technologies. This enables you to document your interfaces in a complete and technically correct manner in
case the standard set of attributes and technologies doesn’t describe the interface sufficiently. There are two
possibilities to do this. The first is a lite version, accessible from the Interface Documentation UI which is
detailed in section 4.1. The second option has more functionality. It allows you to create custom attributes and
technologies and assign them as you wish (see section 4.2).

4.1 Built-in Maintenance of Custom Content

Open the Interface Documentation UI as described in chapter Maintain Interface Attributes. At the bottom of
the screen you can open the custom attribute maintenance via button Create Customer Attributes.
This built-in maintenance UI allows you to create attributes for the technology you have selected. Note that
interface subtypes are currently not respected. This means if you create a custom attribute for interface
technology HTTP, subtype ABAP, this attribute will be available for all other subtypes of HTTP, too.

In this built-in customer attribute maintenance you can see a list of all (standard and custom) attributes currently
assigned to the interface technology. You can switch the attribute groups using the drop-down menu.
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The following functions are possible:
· Add Attribute: create a new custom attribute in the current context (combination of interface

technology and attribute group). Note that the attribute name must be in customer namespace (Y* or Z*).
· Copy Attribute: mark the line of an existing attribute to copy it via this button.
· Un-assign Attribute: remove a custom attribute from the current context. Note that the custom

attribute won’t be finally deleted since it can belong to different interface technologies, too. But it will be
removed for the current interface technology. This has effect on all Interface Documentations in the system
with the same interface technology, so handle this function with care. Full deletion of customer attributes
can only be done in the stand-alone application.

· Save / Save and Close / Cancel: Let you save your current changes with the possibility to add
further attributes (Save) or to directly return to the main area for attribute maintenance (Save and
Close). Cancel discards all your unsaved changes and returns to the main area for attribute
maintenance.

Per attribute you can provide a descriptive text. If needed a domain from the Data Dictionary can be assigned,
to provide input for a fixed value help. Note that if a domain value is provided the custom attribute automatically
turns into a dropdown field. In addition you can provide the cardinality and the system dependency (true =
system-dependent attribute) for the attribute. See chapter Maintain Interface Attributes for more details on
those two characteristics.
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4.2 Stand-alone Maintenance of Custom Content

You can use transaction AGS_DCM_CUST_IFDOCU to create custom attributes and technologies, and to do
the assignment between the both. You should always use it instead of the lite version for customer attribute
creation if you have to perform multiple or complex operations.

When you run the transaction you will be presented with the following screen:

The possible functions are described in the following.

4.2.1  Define Custom Attributes

In tab Define Attributes you can maintain customer attributes. Standard attributes are not editable.
Per default all attributes (standard or custom) available in the system are displayed. The following actions are
possible:
· Add Attribute: to create a new custom attribute in customer namespace (Y* or Z*). Provide the

technical identifier of the attribute and a speaking name for it. Note that the technical identifier must be
unique in the system and must not contain special or blank characters.

You also have the possibility to provide input for a value help. Currently it’s only possible to assign a
domain from the Data Dictionary to the custom attribute. Value helps via table / field name combination or
a dedicated search help are not respected in the Interface Documentation UI. Note that if you provide a
domain value the custom attribute automatically turns into a dropdown field. In addition you can set the
cardinality and the system dependency (true = system-dependent attribute). See chapter Maintain
Interface Attributes for more details on those two characteristics.

· Copy Attribute: to copy an existing attribute with all properties. Note that you have to adjust the
technical identifier (at least move it to customer namespace).
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· Delete Attribute: to remove a custom attribute from the system. Note that a custom attribute could
be assigned to multiple interface technologies, so perform this action with care.

· Save / Cancel: to save or discard all unsaved changes.

4.2.2  Define Custom Interface Technologies

In tab Define Interface Technology you can create a custom interface technology. Standard
interface technologies are not editable. Per default all interface technologies (standard or custom) available in
the system are displayed. The following actions are possible:
· Add Technology: to create a new custom interface technology in customer namespace (Y* or Z*).

Provide the technical identifier of the interface technology and a speaking name for it. Note that the
technical identifier must be unique in the system and must not contain special or blank characters.

· Copy Technology: to copy an existing technology.
· Delete Technology: to delete custom technologies system-wide. Standard technologies can’t be

deleted.
· Save / Cancel: to save or discard all unsaved changes.

4.2.3  Assign Attributes to Technologies

In tab Assign Attributes to Technology you can assign custom and standard attributes to a
custom or standard interface technology. First select the interface technology type and subtype (if available),
as well as the attribute group attributes should be assigned to. The system shows all currently assigned
attributes according to this selection. The following actions are possible.
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· Assign Attribute: to assign attributes which exist in the system to the current context. You can use
the value help to load the attributes. A sequence number is assigned to the attribute automatically which
you can still change manually. Sequence numbers define the order the attributes appear in the Interface
Documentation UI. You can re-arrange the attributes by changing the sequence numbers, however, each
number must be unique.

· Un-assign Attribute: to remove an assigned customer attribute from the current context. You can’t
un-assign standard attributes.

· Save / Cancel: to save or discard all unsaved changes.
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5 EXPORT AND IMPORT OF INTERFACE DOCUMENTATION DATA
Interface Documentation is part of the general Export / Import feature provided by Solution Administration.
Export / Import enables you to bring selected Solution Documentation content to another context, for example
to another solution in the same Solution Manager system, or to a different Solution Manager system. All details
of the Export / Import functionality are described in the SAP online help available at http://help.sap.com/. Follow
the path Technology Platform à SAP Solution Manager à SAP Solution Manager 7.2 à Application Help
(SAP Library)à Process Management à Solution Administrationà Import and Export of Content.

If you want to export your Interface Documentation data, too, you have to add the corresponding Interface
objects to the scope you are going to export. The Interface Details elements are then automatically included
into the export file. By importing the file into the target context the Interface Details elements are again
automatically created and assigned to the right Interface objects. Note that all attribute data remains the same
in the target context, however, for technical reasons a new LIFO ID is generated for the Interface Details
elements during import.

http://help.sap.com/
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6 RE-USE OF ATTRIBUTE VALUES FOR INTERFACE MONITORING
As outlined at the beginning of this guide it’s recommended to follow the best practice approach for Interface
Management in SAP Solution Manager. After having documented the interfaces and their attribute data in
Interface Documentation (typically done during design phase of a project) it’s recommended to configure
interface monitoring at least for the most critical interfaces in the landscape (to be done prior to go-live of the
project). An integration between Interface Documentation and the Interface & Connection Monitoring (ICMon)
setup tool is available via the Default Values functionality which supports the smooth transition between those
two phases. Attribute values which were maintained in Interface Documentation can be loaded into the ICMon
setup tool into respective Interface Channels, to avoid having to configure the same data another time to get
the monitoring running. This integration is independent of the entry point for monitoring setup. You can use it
if you start from Solution Documentation (to configure monitoring in a business process context), or if you call
ICMon setup in the context of a Technical Scenario.

There’s no 1:1 relation between the two tools, Interface Documentation and ICMon. Firstly not all interface
technologies which are available in Solution Documentation are reflected in ICMon, and vice versa. See Table
2 to find a mapping between monitoring templates in ICMon and interface technologies in Solution
Documentation. All monitoring templates listed here can use the Default Values functionality and thus benefit
from data already maintained in the system.

Table 2: Mapping between Monitoring Templates and Interface Technologies

Monitoring Template(s) in ICMon Interface Technology (with Subtype) in
Interface Documentation

Background RFC (bgRFC) RFC (transactional bgRFC, queued bgRFC)
Batch Input BATCH INPUT
BDoc (Analyis), BDoc (Real-time Monitoring), CRM Middleware BDOC
File (ABAP), File (Diagnostic Agent), File (Remote) FILE
Gateway HTTP (OData)
HTTP Client (from Introscope) HTTP (ABAP, JAVA, General)
HTTP Server (ABAP) HTTP (ABAP)
IDoc (Analysis), IDoc (Real-time Monitoring) ALE, EDI
Process Integration (PI), Process Integration (PI – ABAP only) PI
qRFC RFC (queued RFC)
RFC RFC (synchronous RFC)
tRFC RFC (transactional RFC)
Web Service ABAP HTTP (ABAP)
Web Service (from Introscope) HTTP (ABAP, JAVA, General)
Workflow SAP WORKFLOW

Secondly only selected attribute values can be loaded into the respective setup parameters in ICMon. Some
attributes which are used in Interface Documentation don’t appear in the configuration of the respective
monitoring templates since they are only used to describe the interface. Thus they are not useful when
configuring monitoring and feeding a data collector to select appropriate data for monitoring & alerting
(example: the RFC Logon group). Vice versa, the monitoring templates contain a couple of parameters which
are actually needed to check the status of an interface (like IDoc Status). This kind of information isn’t needed
in Interface Documentation as it represents runtime data of single instances of the interface which is not
relevant for documentation.

6.1 Rules for Default Values

When you call the Default Values functionality in ICMon setup for one of the above mentioned monitoring
templates all Interface Documentation objects  are listed which exist in the system and fulfill the following rules:
· The interface technology of the Interface Documentation object matches the monitoring template

according to Table 2.
· Source and target system of the Interface Channel correspond to the sender and receiver system of the

Interface Documentation object.
Note that the Interface Documentation object can exist in different solution contexts depending on branch,
site and system role of the solution. It can happen that the Default Values don’t show a documented

https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/TechOps/ICMon_Home
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Interface although you expect it to (because the same systems which you used for the Interface Channel
exist in your solution, too). However, it could be that you have configured the Interface Documentation in
a different solution context. In this case go to the same context in your solution where the systems behind
the LCGs correspond to the source and target system of the Interface Channel, open the Interface
Documentation object and explicitly save it. Afterwards the Default Values will show the Interface
Documentation.

· The client of the measuring point of the Interface Channel must be identical to the client of the respective
system in the Interface Documentation. For example, if the Interface Channel measures the source
system, the client of the sender system in the Interface Documentation must be identical to the source
client of the Interface Channel.
Note that this rule only applies if the monitoring template monitors ABAP systems which require you to
provide a client for the measuring point. Other monitoring templates which are used for different system
types (for example JAVA-based systems) don’t require you to provide a client. In this case the Default
Values ignore the client of the respective systems in the Interface Documentation object.

Note that if the Default Values button is greyed out in ICMon setup the functionality is not available for the
corresponding interface or metric (as no mapping exists for the current context between interface attributes
and monitoring configuration parameters).

6.2 Using Default Values in ICMon

You have to perform the following steps to use the Default Values functionality in ICMon setup:
· Create an appropriate Interface Channel in ICMon setup. Then navigate either to the Interface or the

Metric configuration tab. Press button Default Values.

· A new window opens which shows all Interface Documentation objects matching the current Interface
Channel. By selecting one of the Interface Documentation objects from the list you can view all attribute
values maintained in the Interface Documentation, and to which monitoring configuration parameters they
will be transferred. When you have decided which Interface Documentation data should be imported press
OK.
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· You return to the ICMon setup main screen where you can view the imported attribute values. Note that
importing data via Default Values overwrites all existing configuration for the current interface or parameter
set, respectively. So the recommended procedure is to import all available attribute values via Default
Values first, and then add missing configuration data which was not available in the Interface
Documentation. It’s possible to adjust all imported attribute values at any time.

Note: For the following scenario only a single Interface Documentation shows up in the Default Values selection
dialog:
· In Solution Documentation you have assigned an Interface object for which Interface Documentation exists

to a business process.
· Then you configure monitoring for this Interface using a monitoring template which corresponds to the

interface technology of the Interface according to Table 2.
In that case it’s clear from the business process context that the monitoring you’re about to configure targets
the Interface which is assigned in Solution Documentation. That’s why Default Values only provides the
Interface Documentation which is attached to this particular Interface. Other documented Interfaces which
technically would match the Interface Channel settings according to the rules listed above are ignored.
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7 MIGRATION OF INTERFACE DOCUMENTATION DATA FROM SOLUTION MANAGER 7.1

Interface Documentation was available in SAP Solution Manager 7.1 as part of the project and solution
maintenance (transactions SOLAR01 and SOLMAN_DIRECTORY, respectively). For SAP Solution Manager
7.2 Interface Documentation was re-designed and improved. Of course an automated data transfer into this
new application is possible. All old projects and solutions which you would like to activate for SAP Solution
Manager 7.2 during the Content Activation procedure will also include the Interface Documentation data. Due
to technical reasons and to clean-up waste data the old content is not fully transferred into Interface
Documentation in Solution Manager 7.2. The details and specifics of the data transfer for Interface
Documentation is explained in the following.

The general Content Activation procedure is not discussed in further detail here. If you would like to know more
about it you can refer to the Content Activation Wiki in the SAP Community Network (SCN). This covers all
aspects of Content Activation, including an FAQ section and a blog with detailed information. The latest version
of the Solution Documentation Content Activation Guide can be found at the following
location:  http://service.sap.com/instguides à SAP Components à SAP Solution Manager à <current
release> à 5 Upgradeà Solution Documentationà Content Activation Guide.

7.1 Interface Technologies in Solution Manager 7.2

In general, all interface technologies from Solution Manager 7.1 are available in Solution Manager 7.2, too.
However, the approach has slightly changed: the number of interface technologies is reduced, but subtypes
are introduced to describe variations of an interface technology. This helps to find the right interface technology
faster, and still enables you to document the interface in the proper manner. Refer to Table 49 in the appendix
to find a mapping between interface technologies in Solution Manager 7.1 and interface technologies and
subtypes in Solution Manager 7.2.

This flexible approach is especially useful for interface technology SAP Process Integration /
Process Orchestration with its high number of adapter types. In Solution Manager 7.1 each adapter
type had its own interface technology. This is now reduced to one interface technology with two subtypes
which reflect the installation type of the  SAP PI / PO system (dual-stack or JAVA-only installation), and a list
of corresponding adapter types which can be maintained on-the-fly in the Interface Documentation UI. Note
that during the migration process installation type Dual-stack is set per default for all PI interfaces from
Solution Manager 7.1.

7.2 Migration of Interface Attributes

In general, the new Interface Documentation application in Solution Manager 7.2 contains (almost) all interface
attributes as available in Solution Manager 7.1. For some interface technologies new attributes are introduced
to fill gaps in the standard attribute set, or to accommodate new developments in the corresponding interface
technology. This applies especially to SAP Process Integration / Process Orchestration.

In a few cases old attributes are merged (typically because two very similar attributes existed for the same
interface technology in Solution Manager 7.1) or even discarded (typically because the attribute was not
meaningful enough to characterize the corresponding interface technology). Refer to Table 3 and Table 4 to
find a list of all attributes which are affected by these housekeeping activities. If you still need to have one of
those attributes in Solution Manager 7.2, too, you have the possibility to create it in custom namespace as
described in chapter Custom Interface Technologies and Attributes. Sometimes only the attribute names are
slightly adjusted to make their meaning clearer, or to streamline attribute names in case of merging.

https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/SAP+Solution+Manager+7.2+Content+Activation
http://help.sap.com/disclaimer?site=http%3A%2F%2Fservice.sap.com%2Finstguides
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Table 3: Interface Attributes discarded in Solution Manager 7.2

Interface Attribute Description Used in Interface
Technology (Solution
Manager 7.1)

Reason for Discontinuation

CUSTMODIFICATION Customer
Modifications Done?

All XI / PI technologies Not relevant

DBMSDESCR DBMS Connection
Name

SQL - ADBC Not relevant

INBNDRFCDST Inbound: RFC
Destination (used for
execution):

RFC - queued (qRFC) Not meaningful (no inbound RFC
destination exists in qRFC
inbound processing)

PROXYTYPE Proxy Type: XI Proxy ABAP;
XI Proxy JAVA

No longer needed since
represented by PI subtype

RECEIVERAGENCY Receiver Agency: All XI / PI technologies Not relevant
RFCDESTQOUTSCHED RFC Destination

registered in qRFC
outbound scheduler?

RFC - transactional (tRFC) Not relevant

SENDERAGENCY Sender Agency: All XI / PI technologies Not relevant

Table 4: Merged Interface Attributes

Old Interface
Attribute

Description Used in Interface
Technology (Solution
Manager 7.1)

New Interface
Attribute

LOGONGROUP

RFCSERVERGRIDOCS

LogOn Group on Receiver
(SMLG):

RFC Server group for
immediately processed
IDocs (TA OYAE):

ALE; EDI GEN_SERVERGROUP

LOGONGROUP

RFCSERVERGROUP

LogOn Group on Receiver
(SMLG):

RFC Server group on
receiver (RZ12):

RFC - asynchronous (aRFC);
RFC - background, queued units
(bgRFC);
RFC - background,
transact.units (bgRFC)

GEN_SERVERGROUP

INBNDQNAME

OUTBNDQUEUNAME

Inbound: Inbound Queue
Name(s):

Outbound : Outbound
Queue Name(s):

RFC - queued (qRFC) RFC_QNAME

The available attribute values are usually transferred unchanged to the new application in Solution Manager
7.2. In case of merged attributes only one attribute value can be kept. Table 4 shows which interface attribute
is the preferred one in case of ambiguities, that is, which of the attribute values are kept in case multiple
interface attributes are merged and mapped into a single interface attribute in Solution Manager 7.2. The
relevant old interface attribute is underlined in the table.

Finally, a special rule applies to the migration of Solution Manager 7.1 attribute Responsible Person.
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There is already an attribute called Responsible which exists globally in Solution Documentation for all
objects, for example for the Interface object. So there’s no need to have a similar attribute with same semantical
meaning being maintained in Interface Documentation. During migration the attribute value from the old
Responsible Person attribute is not transferred to Interface Documentation. Instead this old
Responsible Person attribute shows up on the right-hand side in Solution Documentation browser under
the area Technical Information from Migration.  It can be viewed there and – if necessary –
copied manually into the regular Responsible attribute for the Interface object.

The regular Responsible attribute also shows up in Interface Documentation as display-only attribute.
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7.3 Migration of Custom Interface Attributes

Solution Manager 7.1 provided the possibility to create custom interface attributes and to assign them an
interface or interface step in the project / solution structure. If available such custom interface attributes showed
up for all interface technologies and could be maintained along with the SAP standard attributes.
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During the Content Activation process such custom attributes are transferred into Solution Manager 7.2.
However, only the custom attributes assigned to an interface in Solution Manager 7.1 show up in the Interface
Documentation application. Custom attributes assigned to an interface step in Solution Manager 7.1 are
administered by Solution Documentation itself. Such custom attributes show up in the Solution Documentation
browser on the right-hand side of the corresponding Interface Step object. The reason for having this distinction
is simple: Interface Documentation in Solution Manager 7.2 is assigned to the Interface object in Solution
Documentation. Here it’s not possible to have interface steps. These are only allowed for Composite Interfaces
which, in turn, don’t allow you to maintain interface attributes. Refer to the appendix to find more details on the
differences between Interfaces and Composite Interfaces in Solution Documentation. These surrounding
conditions require two different migration paths for the custom interface attributes.

The following rules apply during migration of custom attributes to Interface Documentation:
· A custom attribute is only re-created in Solution Manager 7.2 in case there was at least one interface in

Solution Manager 7.1 where an actual attribute value was provided to the corresponding custom attribute.
The assumption behind this rule is that if a custom attribute was not used anywhere in projects or solutions,
it’s not relevant for transfer it to Solution Manager 7.2. On the other hand, if it’s still needed you can easily
re-create it in the custom attribute maintenance transaction AGS_DCM_CUST_IFDOCU.

· A custom attribute is only assigned to those interface technologies where it was actually used in Solution
Manager 7.1 (again: where at least one attribute value was provided). The advantage in the new Interface
Documentation application is that custom attributes can be assigned to particular interface technologies
only. This was not available before. If the custom attribute is supposed to show up for other interface
technologies as well you can easily assign it via the custom attribute maintenance.

· Custom attributes are re-created in Solution Manager 7.2 respecting the following naming convention:
Z_<old attribute identifier>. For example, if the old attribute had the identifier CUST_MESTYP, the attribute
is created with the identifier Z_CUST_MESTYP in Solution Manager 7.2. The description of the attribute
is transferred unchanged. In case the old attribute already started with Y* or Z* (which was not a must in
Solution Manager 7.1), the identifier is taken over unchanged (because it already obeys the custom
namespace conditions in Solution Manager 7.2).

· The corresponding attribute values are taken over unchanged.

7.4 Target Branch for Interface Documentation Data

During Content Activation procedure you can choose to which solution and target branch the old projects and
solutions from Solution Manager 7.1 should be transferred to. The selected target branch is also used to store
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the Interface Documentation data. As there is no way to define a more detailed solution context during Context
Activation, the Interface Documentation data is stored for all combinations of sites and system roles in the
target branch. This means, when you open the solution the first time after Content Activation, you will find the
same Interface Documentation data for all sites and system roles. System-dependent attributes then might
need to be adjusted by you manually to reflect specific system settings per combination of site and role.

It’s not possible to transfer the Interface Documentation data to multiple branches during Content Activation.
In case you need the data right after Content Activation in further branches, too, you can use report
R_AGS_DCM_ADD_IFATTR_VALUES to copy the data from one branch to another. Note that this report is
available in standard only as of Solution Manager 7.2 SP04. For SP03 version you can bring the report into
your system by implementing SAP note 2343988.

Note that you must not use this report aside from Content Activation! Its only purpose is to add the
interface attribute data to additional branches right after Content Activation. If you already worked with
your solution productively and then start the report, you risk overwriting existing interface attributes.
This interface attribute data is then lost since there are no procedures to (programmatically) return to
an earlier version of your Interface Documentations.

The report works as follows:
· In section Select source data you have to select the Solution and the Source branch from

which you like to copy the interface attribute data from.

· In section Select target data you have to maintain the Target branch to which the attribute
data should be copied to, as well as the Target site and the Target role(s).

Note that all screen fields provide value helps which you should use to ensure a proper functioning of the
report. Fill the screen fields from top to bottom, since the value help data always refers to the input you provide
in the previous fields. Parameters Solution, Source branch and Target branch are mandatory.
The value help for parameter Target branch is reduced by the branch as maintained in parameter
Source branch (since the intention is to copy the interface attributes from one branch to another in the
same solution). Parameter Target site can be filled with an exact value from the value help. If you would
like to copy the data to all available sites in the target branch, you can also fill this field with the wildcard
character (*). Parameter Target role(s) can contain multiple entries or even complex entries according

https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2343988/
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to the select-options logic (providing ranges, excluding values etc.). If you leave this parameter blank or provide
the wildcard character, all available roles in your solution are addressed.

When all input data is maintained you can execute the report. The system then reads on database level all
interface attribute data from the source branch, and fills it into the selected targets, i.e. all valid combinations
of target branch, target sites and target roles as maintained which actually exist in the solution. Note that in
case the Test run flag is set the copy is only simulated, no data is stored on database. Only if you remove
the flag the data is actually written to database. The report generates an output which displays all LIFOs which
were created, together with the actual target data (branch, site, system role). After successful execution you
can view the interface attribute data if you open the corresponding Interface Details elements in the solution
contexts to which you copied the data to.
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8 APPENDIX

8.1 Interface vs Composite Interface

As outlined in the previous chapters Solution Documentation provides two different object types to describe
data exchange: Interfaces and Composite Interfaces. The main differences between the two types are as
follows.
· Interface:

o Consists of a sender, receiver and an (optional) middleware LCG.
o No interface steps can be maintained.
o No interface graphic is at hand.
o Interface technology must be provided, and it’s possible to attach an Interface Details element to

document interface attributes.
· Composite Interface:

o Can consist of 1…n LCGs.
o Allows to provide interface steps.
o Can include interfaces.
o Interface graphic can be created.
o No interface technology can be assigned, and consequently no Interface Documentation can be

attached directly.
The purpose of an Interface is to describe a point-to-point connection (and for simple cases also three-
component interfaces) with all technical and functional attributes using the Interface Documentation
functionality. A Composite Interface, however, is the preferred solution to document complex interfaces and
integration scenarios running over multiple components, using different point-to-point data exchanges between
the single components, and having additional processing logic which can be described with interface steps.
Interface and Composite Interface complement one another and can be integrated with each other seamlessly.

8.1.1  Creation of Composite Interfaces and Interface Graphics

To create a new Composite Interface add the corresponding element from the context menu using New à
Composite Interface in the desired place in Interface Library. Name the Composite Interface and save.

Next you can add Interfaces and Interface Steps via New à Interface or Interface Step to the
Composite Interface, to create the processing logic in your integration scenario.
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When you have created all elements you should also draw an interface graphic. Switch to the Composite
Interface level and select entry New à Interface Diagrams à Interface Diagram.

This opens the graphical editor where you can arrange the Interface Steps in the desired sequence, draw
connection lines between the respective Interface Steps, and assign Interfaces to Intermediate Message
Events (see next chapter).
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8.1.2  Integration between Interfaces and Composite Interfaces via Intermediate Message
Events

The graphical editor in Solution Documentation is based on the Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN)
concept. For more information about BPMN in general, see http://www.bpmn.org. You can obtain more details
about the graphical editor in Solution Documentation from the respective end user guide.

The connection between two Interface Steps running on two separate LCGs – which represents a point-to-
point interface – can be achieved by adding so-called Intermediate Message Events (IME) to the graphic. The
IME is the anchor point for further elements and thus can be used to attach Interfaces to the Composite
Interface. Click the Assign ( ) button next to the IME to open a dialog box. All Interfaces from the current
Interface Library show up which have the right sender and receiver LCG. You can create multiple assignments
to realize variants of the integration scenario. Already assigned Interfaces are listed, and you can remove them
if necessary.

In a similar manner – but not described in more detail here – you can assign both Interfaces and Composite
Interfaces to business processes in the Business Processes section of Solution Documentation. Often it’s not
desired to have all technical details of the data exchange on interface level visible in the process diagram
directly. Therefor you can assign Interface and Composite Interface IMEs in the process diagram which “hides”
the technical interface details from the process flow. Still all interface data is available, and you access it via
forward-navigation if needed.

8.2 List of Standard Interface Attributes per Interface Technology

In the following you can find a list of all Technical Attributes and Routing Attributes provided in standard per
interface technology and subtype. In case of interface technology PI the adapter types are listed, too. Besides
it is listed if an attribute is system-dependent or not, if it allows multiple entries, and if it provides a value help.

http://www.bpmn.org/
https://websmp209.sap-ag.de/~sapidb/012002523100021129132015E
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If a value help is based on a domain the fixed values are indicated, too. The Functional Attributes are common
for all interface technologies. They are listed in below Table 5.

Table 5: Functional attributes

Interface Attribute Description Syst.-
dep.

Mult.
Values

Value
help

Fixed values

Business Object The business object transferred in the
interface

Average Number of
Interface Executions / Hour

Self-explanatory X

Maximum Number of
Interface Executions / Hour

Self-explanatory X

Average Number of
Interface Executions / Day

Self-explanatory X

Maximum Number of
Interface Executions / Day

Self-explanatory X

Average Number of
Interface Executions / Week

Self-explanatory X

Maximum Number of
Interface Executions / Week

Self-explanatory X

Average Number of
Interface Executions / Month

Self-explanatory X

Maximum Number of
Interface Executions / Month

Self-explanatory X

Required Response Time (in
ms)

Time in which one instance of the
interface should be processed

X

Peak Hour(s) Self-explanatory X X X § 01 - 02 am
§ 02 - 03 am
§ 03 - 04 am
§ 04 - 05 am
§ 05 - 06 am
§ 06 - 07 am
§ 07 - 08 am
§ 08 - 09 am
§ 09 - 10 am
§ 10 - 11 am
§ 11 - 12 am
§ 12 - 01 am
§ 01 - 02 pm
§ 02 - 03 pm
§ 03 - 04 pm
§ 04 - 05 pm
§ 05 - 06 pm
§ 06 - 07 pm
§ 07 - 08 pm
§ 08 - 09 pm
§ 09 - 10 pm
§ 10 - 11 pm
§ 11 - 12 pm
§ 12 - 01 pm

Peak Day(s) Self-explanatory X X X § Monday
§ Tuesday
§ Wednesday
§ Thursday
§ Friday
§ Saturday
§ Sunday

Peak Month(s) Self-explanatory X X X § January
§ February
§ March
§ April
§ May
§ June
§ July
§ August
§ September
§ October
§ November
§ December
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8.2.1  Interface Technologies: “Application Link Enabling / IDoc” and “EDI Using IDocs”

Table 6: Attributes for interface technologies ALE and EDI

Interface Attribute Description Syst.-
dep.

Mult.
Values

Value
help

Fixed values

Technical Attributes
IDoc Message Type Self-explanatory X
Technology Object (IDoc
Basic Type)

IDoc basic type X

IDoc Type Extension Customer extension of basic IDoc type X
Caller Program Program that triggers the interface X
Package Size Size of IDoc packets to be sent (unit:

IDoc)
X

Serialization Type Used to determine the order of IDocs
during inbound processing

X § Timestamp
§ Message Type
§ Object Canal
§ qRFC

Is ALE Audit Used? If enabled ALE audit logs confirmation
messages from the receiver system on
sender side

X § Yes
§ No

Transfer Mode The way data is transferred (always full
set of data, or only the delta compared
to the last load)

X X § Full
§ Delta
§ Full/Delta

Trigger Mode The way the interface is triggered (in
dialog or in batch mode)

X X § Dialog
§ Background
§ Dialog/Background

Routing Attributes
Sender Partner Port As maintained in IDoc partner profile

(WE20)
X X

Sender Partner Number As maintained in IDoc partner profile
(WE20)

X X

Sender Partner Type As maintained in IDoc partner profile
(WE20)

X

Sender Partner Role As maintained in IDoc partner profile
(WE20)

Receiver Partner Port As maintained in IDoc partner profile
(WE20)

X X

Receiver Partner Number As maintained in IDoc partner profile
(WE20)

X X

Receiver Partner Type As maintained in IDoc partner profile
(WE20)

X

Receiver Partner Role As maintained in IDoc partner profile
(WE20)

RFC Destination RFC destination used in the ALE port X X
Logon/Server Group Server group for immediately processed

IDocs
X X

8.2.2  Interface Technology: “Batch Input”

Table 7: Attributes for interface technology BATCH INPUT

Interface Attribute Description Syst.-
dep.

Mult.
Values

Value
help

Fixed values

Technical Attributes
Technology Object (Batch
Session Name)

Name of the batch input session (SM35) X

Creation Program Name of the calling program (in
externally called batch input
procedures), otherwise name of the
current program

X

Called Transactions Transaction called during batch input
processing

X

Session Creator User which created the batch input
session (‚Created By‘ in SM35)

X X
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Is Parallelization Allowed? Can the interface process data in
parallel?

X § Yes
§ No

Is Parallelization Used? Does the interface process data in
parallel?

X § Yes
§ No

Transfer Mode The way data is transferred (always full
set of data, or only the delta compared
to the last load)

X X § Full
§ Delta
§ Full/Delta

Trigger Mode The way the interface is triggered (in
dialog or in batch mode)

X X § Dialog
§ Background
§ Dialog/Background

Routing Attributes
Path to Processed File(s) File directory X

8.2.3  Interface Technology: “Business Documents”

Table 8: Attributes for interface technology BDOC

Interface Attribute Description Syst.-
dep.

Mult.
Values

Value
help

Fixed values

Technical Attributes
Technology Object (BDoc
Type)

BDoc Type (generation name) X

CRM Site Name Site name on CRM side used for
processing BDocs

X

ERP Site Name Site name on ERP side used for
processing BDocs

X

Transfer Mode The way data is transferred (always full
set of data, or only the delta compared
to the last load)

X X § Full
§ Delta
§ Full/Delta

Routing Attributes
RFC Destination from CRM
to ERP

Self-explanatory X X

RFC Destination from ERP
to CRM

Self-explanatory X X

8.2.4  Interface Technology: “Direct Input”

Table 9: Attributes for interface technology DIRECT INPUT

Interface Attribute Description Syst.-
dep.

Mult.
Values

Value
help

Fixed values

Technical Attributes
Technology Object (Program
Name/Transaction)

Name of the program or transaction that
is called

X

Is Parallelization Allowed? Can the interface process data in
parallel?

X § Yes
§ No

Transfer Mode The way data is transferred (always full
set of data, or only the delta compared
to the last load)

X X § Full
§ Delta
§ Full/Delta

8.2.5  Interface Technology: “General File-based Interface”

Table 10: Technical attributes for interface technology FILE

Interface Attribute Description Syst.-
dep.

Mult.
Values

Value
help

Fixed values

Technical Attributes
Technology Object (File
Type)

File format used X § Flat File
§ CSV
§ XML
§ Others
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File Name Self-explanatory X
File Pattern Recurring pattern in the file names of a

file interface
X

File Creator User who created the file in the system X X
File Size (in kB) Self-explanatory X
Transfer Program Name Program that creates the file X
Is Parallelization Allowed? Can the interface process data in

parallel?
X § Yes

§ No
Transfer Mode The way data is transferred (always full

set of data, or only the delta compared
to the last load)

X X § Full
§ Delta
§ Full/Delta

Routing Attributes
Path to Processed File(s) File directory X

8.2.6  Interface Technology: “HTTP / WebService”

Table 11: Attributes for interface technology HTTP

Interface Attribute Description Syst.-
dep.

Mult.
Values

Value
help

Fixed values

Technical Attributes
Technology Object (Service
Name)

Name of the called service / web service

Transfer Mode The way data is transferred (always full
set of data, or only the delta compared
to the last load)

X X § Full
§ Delta
§ Full/Delta

Method /Operation1) Name of the service method which is
called

REST Method (e.g. GET /
POST)2)

Type of HTTP operation

Routing Attributes
URL / ICF Path URL of the service / name of the ICF

(Internet Communication Framework)
path that is called

X

Consumer Proxy1) Name of the consumer proxy
HTTPS Required?2) Is secure communication needed for this

interface?
X § Yes

§ No
Logical Port1) Name of the Logical Port which is used

to call the consumer proxy
X

1) Only for subtypes: ABAP, JAVA, GENERAL
2) Only for subtype: ODATA

8.2.7  Interface Technology: “Java Message Service”

Table 12: Technical attributes for interface technology JMS

Interface Attribute Description Syst.-
dep.

Mult.
Values

Value
help

Fixed values

Technical Attributes
Technology Object (JMS
Message)

Used JMS message type

Routing Attributes
JMS Queue Name of the JMS queue which is

addressed on receiver side
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8.2.8  Interface Technology: “Other, Not Listed Technology”

Table 13: Attributes for interface technology OTHERS

Interface Attribute Description Syst.-
dep.

Mult.
Values

Value
help

Fixed values

Technical Attributes
Technology Object Generic attribute for all interface

technologies where no dedicated
technology object can be provided per
default

Transfer Mode The way data is transferred (always full
set of data, or only the delta compared
to the last load)

X X § Full
§ Delta
§ Full/Delta

8.2.9  Interface Technology: “SAP Process Integration / Process Orchestration”

Interface technology SAP Process Integration / Process Orchestration deals with different
entities. The subtype refers to the PI installation type which can be a dual-stack or JAVA-only installation. In
addition, per installation type a number of adapter types are defined. Some of the interface attributes are
specific per adapter type and are thus listed in additional tables. However, most interface attributes are the
same for all adapter types. Those common attributes are listed in Table 14.

Table 14: Common attributes for all adapter types for interface technology PI

Interface Attribute Description Syst.-
dep.

Mult.
Values

Value
help

Fixed values

Routing Attributes
PI Scenario Name Name of the Process Integration

Scenario as defined in Enterprise
Services Builder

Sender Schema Message structure for inbound
processing as defined in Enterprise
Service Repository (like WSDL, XSD, or
DTD)

X

Sender Party Communication party: Usually
represents a company unit that is to be
involved and addressed in message
exchange

X

Sender Service Service: usually used to represent a
technical or business unit that
represents part of the features provided
by a communication party

X

Sender Interface Name Name of the interface used in inbound
processing

X

Sender Interface
Namespace

Namespace used in inbound processing X

Sender Agreement1) Defines the technical details for inbound
processing of a message

Sender Channel Name Defines how an adapter transforms a
message inbound processing

Receiver Schema Message structure for outbound
processing as defined in Enterprise
Service Repository (like WSDL, XSD, or
DTD)

X

Receiver Party Communication party: Usually
represents a company unit that is to be
involved and addressed in message
exchange

X

Receiver Service Service: usually used to represent a
technical or business unit that
represents part of the features provided
by a communication party

X

Receiver Interface Name Name of the interface used in outbound
processing

X
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Receiver Interface
Namespace

Namespace used in outbound
processing

X

Receiver Agreement1) Defines the technical details for
outbound processing of a message

Receiver Channel Name Defines how an adapter transforms a
message during outbound processing

Integration Flow / Integrated
Object identifier2)

Self-explanatory X

Routing Logic Used Logical routing defines the flow of
message in a system landscape

X § Static Routing
§ Content-Based

Routing
§ Extended Receiver

Determination
Module Name Name of the module(s) used in the

interface. Modules equip the adapter
with additional functions

X

Complex Mapping Used? Self-explanatory X § Yes
§ No

Mapping Name Mapping is used to transform the data
structure and format used by the sender
into the structure and format the receiver
can handle

X

Mapping Technology Mapping program as defined in the
Enterprise Services Builder

X § Graphical
§ ABAP
§ JAVA
§ XSLT
§ Value Mapping

Message Split Used? Is the message sent to multiple
recipients?

X § Yes
§ No

Business Process Engine /
ccBPM Used?1)

ccBPM: cross-component Business
Process Management

X § Yes
§ No

NetWeaver Business
Process Management
Used?2)

NetWeaver Business Process
Management is used to compose
executable processes using
standardized notation

X § Yes
§ No

Pattern Used for Netweaver
BPM Process2)

An interface pattern describes the type
of communication that is to be executed
on the message when the interface is
used. It determines what kind of
operations can be defined for a service
interface. The selected interface pattern
has an impact on the activities related to
the programming of the business logic in
the related back-end system

Payload Encryption
Required?

Self-explanatory X § Yes
§ No

1) Only for subtype: Dual stack
2) Only for subtype: JAVA-only

In the following you can find all additional attributes which are specific for a particular PI adapter type.

Table 15: Specific attributes for 3rd-Party Adapter

Interface Attribute Description Syst.-
dep.

Mult.
Values

Value
help

Fixed values

Technical Attributes
Technology Object Generic attribute for all interface

technologies where no dedicated
technology object can be provided per
default

3rd Party Adapter Type Self-explanatory
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Table 16: Specific attributes for AribaNetwork Adapter

Interface Attribute Description Syst.-
dep.

Mult.
Values

Value
help

Fixed values

Technical Attributes
Technology Object Generic attribute for all interface

technologies where no dedicated
technology object can be provided per
default

Ariba Backend System Type Self-explanatory X § Buyer
§ Supplier

Table 17: Specific attributes for B2B AS2 Adapter

Interface Attribute Description Syst.-
dep.

Mult.
Values

Value
help

Fixed values

Technical Attributes
Technology Object Generic attribute for all interface

technologies where no dedicated
technology object can be provided per
default

Table 18: Specific attributes for B2B EDI Adapter

Interface Attribute Description Syst.-
dep.

Mult.
Values

Value
help

Fixed values

Technical Attributes
Technology Object Generic attribute for all interface

technologies where no dedicated
technology object can be provided per
default

EDI Message Protocol Protocol used during EDI transmission X § ANSI X.12
§ Edifact
§ EANCOM
§ Odette
§ VDA
§ Tradacom
§ Plain
§ XML

Table 19: Specific attributes for B2B OFTP Adapter

Interface Attribute Description Syst.-
dep.

Mult.
Values

Value
help

Fixed values

Technical Attributes
Technology Object Generic attribute for all interface

technologies where no dedicated
technology object can be provided per
default

Table 20: Specific attributes for B2B x400 Adapter

Interface Attribute Description Syst.-
dep.

Mult.
Values

Value
help

Fixed values

Technical Attributes
Technology Object Generic attribute for all interface

technologies where no dedicated
technology object can be provided per
default
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Table 21: Specific attributes for Business Connector Adapter

Interface Attribute Description Syst.-
dep.

Mult.
Values

Value
help

Fixed values

Technical Attributes
Technology Object (SOAP) SOAP message X § SAP PI SOAP

Message

Table 22: Specific attributes for Chemical Industry Data Exchange Adapter

Interface Attribute Description Syst.-
dep.

Mult.
Values

Value
help

Fixed values

Technical Attributes
Technology Object (SOAP) SOAP message X § SAP PI SOAP

Message

Table 23: Specific attributes for File Adapter

Interface Attribute Description Syst.-
dep.

Mult.
Values

Value
help

Fixed values

Technical Attributes
Technology Object (File
Type)

File format used X § Flat File
§ CSV
§ XML
§ Others

File Content Conversion
Used?

To bring incoming file content into a
different format

X § Yes
§ No

Chunked File Transfer
Used?

Split large files in several chunks to
avoid memory issues during PI message
processing

X § Yes
§ No

Routing Attributes
Path to Processed File(s) File directory X
FTP Server Name Name of the FTP server that processes

the files
X

Is Parallelization Allowed? Can the interface process data in
parallel?

X § Yes
§ No

Table 24: Specific attributes for HTTP Adapter

Interface Attribute Description Syst.-
dep.

Mult.
Values

Value
help

Fixed values

Technical Attributes
Technology Object (SOAP) SOAP message X § SAP PI SOAP

Message

Table 25: Specific attributes for HTTP Adapter (ABAP)1)

Interface Attribute Description Syst.-
dep.

Mult.
Values

Value
help

Fixed values

Technical Attributes
Technology Object (SOAP) SOAP message X § SAP PI SOAP

Message
1) Only for subtype: Dual stack
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Table 26: Specific attributes for HTTP Adapter (ODATA)

Interface Attribute Description Syst.-
dep.

Mult.
Values

Value
help

Fixed values

Technical Attributes
Technology Object (SOAP) SOAP message X § SAP PI SOAP

Message
Routing Attributes

RFC Destination Self-explanatory X X
OData Operation Type Type of call for the OData service X § CREATE

§ DELETE
§ MERGE
§ QUERY
§ READ
§ UPDATE

Table 27: Specific attributes for HTTP Adapter (REST)

Interface Attribute Description Syst.-
dep.

Mult.
Values

Value
help

Fixed values

Technical Attributes
Technology Object (SOAP) SOAP message X § SAP PI SOAP

Message

Table 28: Specific attributes for Intermediate Document Adapter (JAVA)

Interface Attribute Description Syst.-
dep.

Mult.
Values

Value
help

Fixed values

Technical Attributes
Technology Object (IDoc
Basic Type)

Self-explanatory X

Routing Attributes
Is ALE Audit Used? If enabled ALE audit logs confirmation

messages from the receiver system on
sender side

X § Yes
§ No

Package Size Size of IDoc packets to be sent (unit:
IDoc)

X

Application Server (Running
Gateway)

The application server that is addressed X

Table 29: Specific attributes for Intermediate Document Adapter (ABAP)1)

Interface Attribute Description Syst.-
dep.

Mult.
Values

Value
help

Fixed values

Technical Attributes
Technology Object (IDoc
Basic Type)

Self-explanatory X

Routing Attributes
Is ALE Audit Used? If enabled ALE audit logs confirmation

messages from the receiver system on
sender side

X § Yes
§ No

Package Size Size of IDoc packets to be sent (unit:
IDoc)

X

1) Only for subtype: Dual stack
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Table 30: Specific attributes for JAVA Database Connector Adapter

Interface Attribute Description Syst.-
dep.

Mult.
Values

Value
help

Fixed values

Technical Attributes
Technology Object (SQL) SQL request X § SQL Request
Is Parallelization Used? Does the interface process data in

parallel?
X § Yes

§ No
Routing Attributes

Remote DB Provider and
Version

Name + provider of the remote database
(like Oracle 10)

Remote DB Host Host name of the remote database X

Table 31: Specific attributes for JAVA Messaging Services Adapter

Interface Attribute Description Syst.-
dep.

Mult.
Values

Value
help

Fixed values

Technical Attributes
Technology Object (JMS
Message)

Used JMS message type

Queue Manager Name Name of the JMS queue manager which
administers the JMS queues in scope

Routing Attributes
JMS Provider Type Name of the JMS Service provider
Provider Server Name Server name which is addressed X

Table 32: Specific attributes for JAVA Proxy

Interface Attribute Description Syst.-
dep.

Mult.
Values

Value
help

Fixed values

Technical Attributes
Technology Object (SOAP) SOAP message X § SAP PI SOAP

Message
Routing Attributes

Standard Content? Is the interface definition based on SAP-
defined content, or custom
configuration?

X § Yes
§ No

HTTPS Required? Is secure communication needed for this
interface?

X § Yes
§ No

Table 33: Specific attributes for Mail Adapter

Interface Attribute Description Syst.-
dep.

Mult.
Values

Value
help

Fixed values

Technical Attributes
Technology Object Generic attribute for all interface

technologies where no dedicated
technology object can be provided per
default

Routing Attributes
Mailserver Host Host name of the mail server X
Protocol Used Protocol for mail processing X § IMAP

§ POP3
§ SMTP
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Table 34: Specific attributes for Master Data Management Adapter

Interface Attribute Description Syst.-
dep.

Mult.
Values

Value
help

Fixed values

Technical Attributes
Technology Object Generic attribute for all interface

technologies where no dedicated
technology object can be provided per
default

Table 35: Specific attributes for Marketplace Adapter

Interface Attribute Description Syst.-
dep.

Mult.
Values

Value
help

Fixed values

Technical Attributes
Technology Object Generic attribute for all interface

technologies where no dedicated
technology object can be provided per
default

Routing Attributes
Document Destination ID Marketplaces based on the MML

(MarketSet Markup Language) message
format use a DDID (Document
Destination ID) to address senders and
receivers

Table 36: Specific attributes for Remote Function Call Adapter

Interface Attribute Description Syst.-
dep.

Mult.
Values

Value
help

Fixed values

Technical Attributes
Technology Object (Called
Function)

Function module that is called on
receiver side

X

Program ID (Registered at
Gateway)

Name of the server program registered
at SAP Gateway

Maximum Connections (1-
X)

Maximum number of connections which
can be used in parallel

Routing Attributes
RFC Destination Self-explanatory X X
Port Name Communication port used in the

message processing
Gateway Host Host name of the gateway used X

Table 37: Specific attributes for RosettaNet Implementation Framework Adapter

Interface Attribute Description Syst.-
dep.

Mult.
Values

Value
help

Fixed values

Technical Attributes
RosettaNet Service
Message

Name of the RosettaNet Service
Message

Technology Object
(Protocol Type)

X § HTTP
§ HTTPS

Single or Double Action
Used?

Single action message: only request;
double-action message: request and
response

X § Single Action
§ Double Action
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Table 38: Specific attributes RosettaNet Implementation Framework 11 Adapter

Interface Attribute Description Syst.-
dep.

Mult.
Values

Value
help

Fixed values

Technical Attributes
RosettaNet Action
Message

Name of the RosettaNet Action Message

Technology Object (Protocol
Type)

X § HTTP
§ HTTPS

Single or Double Action
Used?

Single action message: only request;
double-action message: request and
response

X § Single Action
§ Double Action

Table 39: Specific attributes for SFTP Adapter

Interface Attribute Description Syst.-
dep.

Mult.
Values

Value
help

Fixed values

Technical Attributes
Technology Object (File
Type)

File format used X § Flat File
§ CSV
§ XML
§ Others

File Content Conversion
Used?

To bring incoming file content into a
different format

X § Yes
§ No

Chunked File Transfer
Used?

Split large files in several chunks to
avoid memory issues during PI message
processing

X § Yes
§ No

Routing Attributes
Path to Processed File(s) File directory X
FTP Server Name Name of the FTP server that processes

the files
X

Is Parallelization Allowed? Can the interface process data in
parallel?

X § Yes
§ No

Table 40: Specific attributes for Simple Object Application Protocol Adapter

Interface Attribute Description Syst.-
dep.

Mult.
Values

Value
help

Fixed values

Technical Attributes
Technology Object (SOAP) SOAP message X § SAP PI SOAP

Message
Routing Attributes

Protocol Used Type of the SOAP protocol X § XI 3.0 Protocol
§ SOAP
§ Axis

URL / ICF Path URL of the service / name of the ICF
(Internet Communication Framework)
path that is called

X

HTTPS Required? Is secure communication needed for this
interface?

X § Yes
§ No

Table 41: Specific attributes for SuccessFactors Adapter

Interface Attribute Description Syst.-
dep.

Mult.
Values

Value
help

Fixed values

Technical Attributes
Technology Object Generic attribute for all interface

technologies where no dedicated
technology object can be provided per
default
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Table 42: Specific attributes for WebService Reliable Messaging Adapter (JAVA)

Interface Attribute Description Syst.-
dep.

Mult.
Values

Value
help

Fixed values

Technical Attributes
Technology Object Generic attribute for all interface

technologies where no dedicated
technology object can be provided per
default

Routing Attributes
URL / ICF Path URL of the service / name of the ICF

(Internet Communication Framework)
path that is called

X

Table 43: Specific attributes for WebService Reliable Messaging Adapter (ABAP)1)

Interface Attribute Description Syst.-
dep.

Mult.
Values

Value
help

Fixed values

Technical Attributes
Technology Object Generic attribute for all interface

technologies where no dedicated
technology object can be provided per
default

Routing Attributes
URL / ICF Path URL of the service / name of the ICF

(Internet Communication Framework)
path that is called

X

1) Only for subtype: Dual stack

Table 44: Specific attributes for XI Adapter (ABAP Proxy)

Interface Attribute Description Syst.-
dep.

Mult.
Values

Value
help

Fixed values

Technical Attributes
Technology Object (SOAP) SOAP message X § SAP PI SOAP

Message
Routing Attributes

Standard Content? Is the interface definition based on SAP-
defined content, or custom
configuration?

X § Yes
§ No

HTTPS Required? Is secure communication needed for this
interface?

X § Yes
§ No

8.2.10 Interface Technology: “Remote Function Call”

Table 45: Attributes for interface technology RFC

Interface Attribute Description Syst.-
dep.

Mult.
Values

Value
help

Fixed values

Technical Attributes
Technology Object (Called
Function)

Function module that is called on
receiver side

X

Caller Program Program that triggers the interface X
Queue Name1) Pattern for the RFC queue (like R3A*) X
Transfer Mode The way data is transferred (always full

set of data, or only the delta compared
to the last load)

X X § Full
§ Delta
§ Full/Delta
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Trigger Mode The way the interface is triggered (in
dialog or in batch mode)

X X § Dialog
§ Background
§ Dialog/Background

Routing Attributes
RFC Destination Self-explanatory X X
Logon/Server Group The server group a function call is

addressed to
X X

1) Only for subtype: qRFC

8.2.11 Interface Technology: “SAP Workflow”

Table 46: Attributes for interface technology SAP WORKFLOW

Interface Attribute Description Syst.-
dep.

Mult.
Values

Value
help

Fixed values

Technical Attributes
Workflow Name ID of the respective workflow as

maintained in Workflow Builder (SWDD)
Technology Object (Task
Name)

Name of the task as maintained in
Workflow Builder (SWDD)

Step Type Type of the workflow step that executes
the task

X § Dialog
§ Background
§ Dialog/Background

No. of Dialog Steps No. of dialog steps contained in the
workflow

No. of Background Steps No. of background steps contained in
the workflow

Task ID ID of the task as maintained in Workflow
Builder (SWDD)

Transfer Mode The way data is transferred (always full
set of data, or only the delta compared
to the last load)

X X § Full
§ Delta
§ Full/Delta

8.2.12 Interface Technology: “Remote Database Access”

Table 47: Attributes for interface technology SQL, subtype ADBC

Interface Attribute Description Syst.-
dep.

Mult.
Values

Value
help

Fixed values

Technical Attributes
Technology Object (SQL) SQL request X § SQL Request
DB Connection Name Name of the remote database

connection (as maintained in
DBACOCKPIT)

X X

Schema Name Schema addressed on the remote
database (as maintained in
DBACOCKPIT)

X

DBMS Type Type of remote database (as maintained
in DBACOCKPIT)

X

Transfer Mode The way data is transferred (always full
set of data, or only the delta compared
to the last load)

X X § Full
§ Delta
§ Full/Delta

Table 48: Attributes for interface technology SQL, subtype JDBC

Interface Attribute Description Syst.-
dep.

Mult.
Values

Value
help

Fixed values

Technical Attributes
Technology Object (SQL) SQL request X § SQL Request
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SQL Statement Native SQL statement triggered against
the remote database

Data Source Name Name of the data source as maintained
in Netweaver Administrator à JMS
Server Configuration

Is Parallelization Used? Does the interface process data in
parallel?

X § Yes
§ No

Transfer Mode The way data is transferred (always full
set of data, or only the delta compared
to the last load)

X X § Full
§ Delta
§ Full/Delta

Routing Attributes
Database URL URL to call the remote database X

8.3 Mapping of Interface Technologies between Solution Manager 7.1 and 7.2

Find below the mapping between interface technologies in Solution Manager 7.1 and the corresponding
interface technologies in Solution Manager 7.2. The number of interface technologies in Solution Manager 7.2
is reduced significantly, instead subtypes are introduced. Interface technology SAP Process
Integration / Process Orchestration provides a third level below the subtype to detail the adapter
types used in the interface.

Table 49: Mapping of Interface Technologies between Solution Manager 7.1 and 7.2

Interface Technology (old) Interface Technology (new) Subtype Adapter Type (for
SAP PI / PO)

Application Link Enabling / IDoc Application Link Enabling / IDoc
Batch Input Batch Input
Business Documents Business Documents
Direct Input Direct Input
EDI using IDocs EDI Using IDocs
General file-based interface General File-based Interface
HTTP - ABAP Webservice
(Internet Communication
Manager)

HTTP / WebService ABAP

HTTP - General Webservice HTTP / WebService General
HTTP - Java Webservice (HTTP
J2EE dispatcher)

HTTP / WebService JAVA

Java Message Service Java Message Service
Manual procedure Other, Not Listed Technology
Other, not listed technology Other, Not Listed Technology
Asynchronous RFC Remote Function Call Asynchronous RFC
Background RFC - queued units Remote Function Call Background RFC

(Queued Units)
Background RFC - transactional
units

Remote Function Call Background RFC
(Transactional Units)

Queued RFC Remote Function Call Queued RFC
Synchronous RFC Remote Function Call Synchronous RFC
Transactional RFC Remote Function Call Transactional RFC
SAP Workflow SAP Workflow
SQL - ADBC Connection Remote Database Access ABAP Database

Connectivity
SQL - Java Database
Connectivity (direct call to
external data base)

Remote Database Access JAVA Database
Connectivity

PI - 3rd Party adapter SAP Process Integration /
Process Orchestration

Dual Stack 3rd-Party Adapter
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PI - B2B AS2 Adapter SAP Process Integration /
Process Orchestration

Dual Stack B2B AS2 Adapter

PI - B2B OFTP Adapter SAP Process Integration /
Process Orchestration

Dual Stack B2B OFTP Adapter

PI - B2B X400 Adapter SAP Process Integration /
Process Orchestration

Dual Stack B2B x400 Adapter

PI - Business Connector adapter SAP Process Integration /
Process Orchestration

Dual Stack Business Connector
Adapter

PI - Chemical Industry Data
Exchange adapter

SAP Process Integration /
Process Orchestration

Dual Stack Chemical Industry
Data Exchange
Adapter

PI - File Adapter SAP Process Integration /
Process Orchestration

Dual Stack File Adapter

PI - Intermediate Document
adapter

SAP Process Integration /
Process Orchestration

Dual Stack Intermediate
Document Adapter
(ABAP)

PI - Java Database Connector
adapter

SAP Process Integration /
Process Orchestration

Dual Stack JAVA Database
Connector Adapter

PI - Java Messaging Services
adapter

SAP Process Integration /
Process Orchestration

Dual Stack JAVA Messaging
Services Adapter

PI - Mail adapter SAP Process Integration /
Process Orchestration

Dual Stack Mail Adapter

PI - Marketplace adapter SAP Process Integration /
Process Orchestration

Dual Stack Marketplace Adapter

PI - Master Data Management
Adapter

SAP Process Integration /
Process Orchestration

Dual Stack Master Data
Management Adapter

PI - Remote Function Calls
adapter

SAP Process Integration /
Process Orchestration

Dual Stack Remote Function Call
Adapter

PI - Rosettanet Implementation
Framework

SAP Process Integration /
Process Orchestration

Dual Stack RosettaNet
Implementation
Framework

PI - Rosettanet Implementation
Framework 11

SAP Process Integration /
Process Orchestration

Dual Stack RosettaNet
Implementation
Framework 11

PI - SFTP Adapter SAP Process Integration /
Process Orchestration

Dual Stack SFTP Adapter

PI - Simple Object Application
Protocol adapter

SAP Process Integration /
Process Orchestration

Dual Stack Simple Object
Application Protocol
Adapter

PI - WebService Reliable
Messaging Adapter

SAP Process Integration /
Process Orchestration

Dual Stack WebService Reliable
Messaging Adapter
(ABAP)

PI - SAP Exchange
Infrastructure adapter

SAP Process Integration /
Process Orchestration

Dual Stack XI Adapter (ABAP
Proxy)

PI - HTTP adapter SAP Process Integration /
Process Orchestration

Dual Stack HTTP Adapter (ABAP)

PI - ABAP Proxy SAP Process Integration /
Process Orchestration

Dual Stack XI Adapter (ABAP
Proxy)

PI - JAVA Proxy SAP Process Integration /
Process Orchestration

Dual Stack JAVA Proxy

8.4 Limitations with Solution Manager 7.2 SP03

In Solution Manager 7.1 an integration between project maintenance (transaction SOLAR01) and Solution
Directory (transaction SOLMAN_DIRECTORY) with the PI Enterprise Service Repository (ESR) was available.
This way you could load Process Integration Scenarios maintained in PI ESR into the Interface Scenarios
section to avoid double-maintenance of interface data. This kind of integration doesn’t exist in Solution
Manager 7.2 SP03, but will be added in a later release in a comparable manner.
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